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Chapter 1 : The Top 10 Horror Stories
Welcome to Indian horror stories! We would like to warn you that if you are not afraid of ghosts, spirits and you think that
they don't exist, then this site is not for you.

The Top 10 Horror Stories By Stephen Jones Sep 21, Stephen Jones, editor of the new anthology A Book of
Horrors , is the multiple-award-winning editor and author of more than one hundred books in the horror and
fantasy genres. Here, he gives us his 10 favorite horror stories. I suspect like many other writers and editors in
my genre, I sometimes lay awake at night constructing the perfect horror anthology in my mind. James - No
horror anthology would be complete without a contribution by that English master of supernatural fiction, M.
The Cambridge Provost invented the modern ghost story as we know it, replacing the Gothic horrors of the
previous century with more contemporary settings and subtle terrors. Lovecraft - Next comes that dean of
cosmic horror, H. A life-long antiquarian and resident of Providence, Rhode Island, most of his work appeared
in the cheaply-produced pulp magazines that he despised. In his later years he became a much-respected film
and TV scriptwriter in Hollywood, but his stories also appeared in a wide variety of magazines and
anthologies. Here it is given an extra poignancy by the fate of the family the two old-timers set out to rescue
during a blizzard. I only wish he would write more these days. I have no hesitation in claiming him as a horror
authorâ€”if only for his novels such as I Am Legend and Hell House, or his quartet of Shock! Like his friend
and contemporary Robert Bloch, Matheson also has the ability to add a psychological twist to his darker tales.
As it happens, it turned out to be pure Michael Marshall Smith, and he has gone on to become one of the most
accomplished short story writers of his generation. And they would not be wrong in that assessment. But
while, as a young man, Bradbury was cutting his teeth in the SF pulp magazines, he was also contributing an
equal number of tales to such periodicals as Weird Tales. To read Bradbury is to read imaginative prose at its
very best. His fiction can transport you to other worlds or far futures, or just as easily bring you back to Earth
with a shudder and a bump in the night. I would recommend his novel Something Wicked This Way Comes to
any young reader as an introduction to the horror genre, and I adore his stories about the Eternal Familyâ€”a
sort of literary precursor to The Addams Family and The Munsters. Collected together in From the Dust
Returned, these stories are in turns lyrical, poignant and chilling. Take your pickâ€”they are all as wonderful
as each other. I see now that, coincidentally, four of my choices are also contributors to A Book of Horrors,
and that there are no women writers on the list. Of course, in another time or another place, such a selection
may be totally different. So if any of the above writers or stories are new to you, then I hope these short
appraisals will help you to go out and discover them for yourself.
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Most Scary and Creepy Real Horror Stories in Hindi. Hello friends, I am a Hindi Horror Story Teller. Please subscribe to
my channel to listen to some really.

Plot[ edit ] Vikrant Nerula entering the deserted Grandiose Hotel alone. He proceeds to room , goes to the
terrace and jumps off, killing himself. Seven friends, Sam, Margesh, Achint , Neel, Neena, Sonia and Maggie ,
reunite in a local pub after several years apart to celebrate the farewell of Neel, who is going abroad. They
learn about an abandoned hotel that is reportedly haunted. It had originally been a mental asylum for the
criminally insane, but was almost completely destroyed in a fire. The origin of the fire has never been fully
explained. After years of neglect, the ruins were refurbished into a five star hotel by a builder. The hotel was
unsuccessful due to strange happenings that drove the owner to suicide. Rumors state that he was pushed into
suicide by the ghost of an asylum inmate. All of them treat it seriously, except Maggie and Sam. A worker at
the bar says, that " Sam suggests that the group explore the abandoned building. They try to enter the hotel
from the main door, but cannot, so enter by the back door. Neena observes strange things, but Neel brushes her
claims aside. They find a TV set on with no transmission or power. Ignoring it as a hallucination, they proceed
to room , a notorious room. There, Sam is killed. The group flees in panic and come to realize that they are
trapped inside the hotel with no way out. Achint and Margesh go to the terrace to try and find the network.
There, Margesh is killed by ghost spirits. The group starts being terrorized by a ghostly woman. Sonia is
dragged into the darkness by the ghost. With three people dead, the remaining four find an abandoned jeep
which they use to try to get out of the hotel, amid ghostly apparitions. After a tiring drive through misty areas,
the group escape, only to find that they are back at the door of room They realize that the only way to escape
is to survive until dawn. Soon they are confronted by Sonia, whom Achint and Neel think is the ghost, but a
tearful Sonia tells them that it is really her. The group learns that, when the hotel was a mental asylum, a
possessed girl named Maya Sheetal Singh was admitted after she murdered her entire family. The fire that
broke out killed all the inmates. The group realize that it is Maya who is terrorizing them. Sonia tries to
contact Maya to find what she wants. She gets a call from Maya, saying that the spirit wants to kill them all,
nothing else. The terrified group then discover that Sonia is actually dead and Maya is speaking through her.
Neena asks the time from Neel, only to be told that it is the same time 3: There they find a book containing
paranormal explanations and a way to locate an energy source of dark spirits. With the help of incantations
from the book, they have visions of the past. They see that the hotel was a mental asylum and find that the
energy source of the dark spirit is in a shock machine. They decide to burn it down to end the horror. Neel and
Maggie go to kitchen in search of something flammable. Maggie sees a female spirit sitting on chair and
reading newspaper. When she reaches towards her, Neel again brushes her aside. Maggie is killed by Maya
who appears in the form of Neel. Achint is beheaded by the spirit, leaving only Neel and Neena alive. Neel
tries to burn the machine, but is pulled by the spirit into a closet. The spirit starts terrorizing Neena. Neena
starts a fire. Amidst ghostly apparitions and obstructions, and with the help of the spirit of Vikrant Narula who
had died at the beginning of the film , she manages to burn the machine down. The film ends with the entrance
doors of the hotel opening at dawn and a traumatized Neena, being the only survivor, walking outside.
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Hindi Story Woh thand ka Samye tha Main apne pariwar se abhi kuch dino phele hi door chandigarh aaya tha
kuch kaam se. Mai apne frnd k ghr ruka tha jiska naam raaj tha. Us din use bhi khi jaana tha to wo mujhe
room ki chaabhiyan dekr nikal gaya. Ek din raat k samay mai room me baith kr book padh rha tha tabhi mere
phn pr kisi ka call aaya maine socha ki call mere ghr se aaya hoga pr aesa nhi tha vo private no se tha maine
call receive kiya pr network problem ki wajah se call kat gya. Mai ab baar baar us no pe call try karne laga
perr network problem ki wajah se call nhi lag paa rha tha. To maine socha ki shayad bahar jaane par call lag
jaaye. Maine room me lock lagaya or bahar chla gya. Mai abhi bahar pahucha hi tha ki tb tk meri mummy ka
call aa gya maine call receive kiya or mai baat krne lga baat krte krte mai kuch dur nikl gya. Maine ek patli si
half t-shirt pehen rakhi thi to ab mujhe thand lagna shuru ho gya thi. To mai ghar ki taraf jaane laga. Mai road
k bich me chal rha tha tbhi mujhe ek light dikhi mujhe lga koi gaadi aa rha hai. Mujhe laga ki mai raasta
bhatak gya hu. Mai firr bhi chalta rha chalte chalte mai ek sunsaan sadak prr phuch gya vha dur dur tak koi bhi
nhi dikh rha tha. Us waqt time Ab mujhe thoda thoda darr bhi lagne laga tha. Tbhi mujhe aesa laga ki piche se
koi aa rha h mujhe darr lag rha tha isliye maine piche mud k nhi dekha. Mai or tezi se chalne laga achanak
bhot tezi se hawa chalne lagi or mujhe kuch bhi dikhaai nhi de raha tha. Tbhi mujhe kisi k cheekhne ki aawaz
aayi Bachao-Bachao. Maine socha koi musibat me h or use meri madat ki jrurt hai. Maine bhi chilla ke kaha
kon hai. Lekin koi jawab nhi aaya maine firr pucha kon hai. Lekin firr bhi koi nhi bola. Ab mujhe yakin ho
gya tha ki mai kisi aesi jagah aa gya hu jha se jana aasan nhi h firr bhi mai himmat krke aage bdha. Tbhi
mujhe saamne se ek car aate dikhi mujhe laga ab mai bach jaaunga mai us car ki trf bhaagne laga lekin mai
kitna bhi bhaagta us car tak nhi phuch pata. Bhaagne ki wajah se mai bahut thak gaya tha mujhme aur aage
jaane ki himmat nahi thi toh maine wahi per beth gaya. Meri Saanson ki gti bahut tejj ho gayi thi. Main thoda
pass poncha unn awaajon ke. Subhah jab meri aankh khuli toh maine dekha ki. Write By - Mr.
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Dear readers! I am a regular reader of this site. I always got fascinated by horror stories. So, I decided to post my own
one. Now we Indian girls celebrate a.

This post is for all the travellers who are done with the monotony of life and are looking forward to exploring
the unexplored. Bhangarh Fort, Rajasthan Bhangarh Fort Credits The ghost town of Bhangarh is one of the
scariest, spookiest places you could possibly imagine, not to mention, one of the most haunted places in India.
Situated near a popular forest, this town is now slowly luring visitors from around the area, and country, for all
the wrong reasons. In fact, there is a strict warning about how dangerous this place becomes after sunset. The
story which this town is well-known for tells the tale of a magician who fell in love with the local princess of
the area even though their match was impossible. Being quite the master of dark magic, he decided to cast a
spell on her to make her surrender to him. However, the princess learned of his plans and found a way to kill
him. Before his death, however, the magician cast a dark spell on the palace which caused its doom. Despite
Bhangarh Fort being regarded as one of the most horror haunted places in India has been officially promoted
as a tourist destination. It is said to carry a curse of the villagers who vanished from there overnight, after
having lived there for over 7 centuries. The village lies in ruins, established in by the Paliwal Brahmins, who
were a very prosperous clan and were known for their business acumen and agricultural knowledge. It has
been said that one night in all the people in Kuldhara and nearby 83 villages vanished in dark. All of a sudden
and without any warning. Tales of this mystery include the fact that Salim Singh, the minister of the state,
once visited this village and fell in love with the beautiful daughter of chieftain wanting to marry her. The
minister threatened the villagers by saying that if they did not marry the girl to him, he would levy huge taxes.
Nobody saw them leave nor did anyone figure where they went, they simply vanished. It is said that the
villagers also cast a spell on the village as they left, cursing anyone who tried to inhabit the land.
Jamali-Kamali Masjid, Delhi Source Sharing its boundaries with the Qutub Minar, this archaeological site has
more glory to it for its haunted stories. There are numerous tales about the Jinns which are believed to reside
within the walls of Jamali- Kamali. People are scared to visit the place with the number of unexplainable
phenomena, while few stay here at night to experience the same. Imagine someone closely watching you from
behind the pillars but disappear in a wisp of air as you approach them. As per the Islamic Legends, Jinns live
in a parallel universe to that of humans. It is believed that God made humans out of sand and Jinns out of the
fire. Hence they have their world of existence and also the power to cross worlds. Sometimes, they never leave
and decides to stay at abandoned places, and when troubled by human presence, they hurt people who visit the
masjid. Hence, the best ever paranormal activity people experienced is getting slapped by an invisible force.
Witnesses report the lights kept on top keep falling off, the light men- who sit with the lights on top have been
pushed so many times and many have had grievous injuries. The food left in rooms also get scattered around
the room and strange marks are left on the mirrors. Females are more targeted by the ghosts than the males.
Girls reported an invisible force tearing their clothes off, some said they felt someone knock their washroom
doors while the rooms remain locked from the inside. Many preventive measures have been taken but in vain.
Jatinga, Assam Source Having a population of around , this village is popular worldwide for its unexplained
phenomenon of bird suicides. Most of the migratory birds visiting the area never leave the village, dropping
dead for no rhyme or reason on the streets. The case gets even more inscrutable as these birds always plummet
to their death between These mass suicides only occur on a specific 1 mile by feet strip of land and this
phenomenon is said to have occurred year after year without a break for more than a century. Many theories
have been offered by scientists to explain this phenomenon, the most popular one being that these birds are
attracted towards village lights which later confuse them, along with many others. None of them has yet been
able to prove any of the theories behind this phenomenon though, which is why it continues to haunt and
intrigue the minds of the residents and travellers just the same. The mill was shut down in after a sudden fire
outbreak. This abandoned haunted place in India serves as an excellent location for shooting Bollywood horror
movies. However, some directors, as well as actors, refuse to shoot here after experiencing paranormal
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activities. Vargis Khan Known for its sheer architectural brilliance, this fort has witnessed various spooky
occurrences. It is believed that the level of supernatural activity is on its zenith on every full moon night. The
mysterious story behind the strange activities suggests that a young prince was brutally murdered here which
is maybe why his spirit haunts the place and when the night falls, sounds of him shrieking can be heard. It is
preferable to visit the fort during day hours since the fort is deserted at night except for maybe a caretaker.
Visit this place at your own risk as this would definitely be the scariest haunted place in Pune, India. Despite
being a popular zone, there have been reportedly a lot of strange sightings. For instance, people who pass this
place claim to have seen four males sitting together and enjoying an alcoholic beverage by the light of a single
candle. At first, this was not considered spooky for it could just be four friends having a good time but once it
was established that it was indeed four ghosts, people in and around the area became increasingly interested.
In addition, some claim to also witness a young girl coming out of the house in what many people believe to
be a red dress. With time people have abandoned that place for obvious reasons but it continues to catch the
fancy of those who love the paranormal. Source Situated along the Arabian Sea in Gujarat, this beach is
known for its black sand and mystical activities. Many unexplainable and puzzling incidents have been known
to occur like strange whispers being heard, people disappearing at night etc. In fact, it is believed that a lot of
people have lost their lives exploring this mysterious beauty. If you are a brave heart, you can test the waters
yourself by taking a midnight stroll along the beach, if you have company. If the testimonies are anything to
go by, you will also be greeted by warnings asking you to not cross a certain line while on the beach. It is also
believed that this beach was for long used as a Hindu burial ground, therefore, is the resting place of tortured
souls. There have also been reports of people disappearing mysteriously and having never been found again.
However, if you still feel you would want to go for it then by all means. If you love the paranormal you would
definitely have the time of your life. The Vrindavan Society, Thane People in houses are not the only residents
in this society Considered to be of the most famous housing societies of Thane, this society is also home to a
bit of paranormal. Many of its residents and night watchers have experienced what may only be termed as
strange and bewildering. Anyway, it has been reported that there was once a man who lived in the society who
happened to commit suicide. His spirit is said to haunt the society once the hours turn dark. In fact, the night
guards have witnessed a lot of strange activities which have also included a guard getting slapped in the face
with such force that he nearly toppled from his chair. Immediately afterwards both the guards searched the
whole society and they could not find anyone around. This incident instilled fear in the minds of the residents
who are careful not to enter the society too late in the night. However, the housing society still remains
occupied even though the paranormal activities continue to haunt the residents and guards. This room is in the
corner and on the backside of the reception on the ground floor itself. It is said that a woman fell into the water
and died crying for help in the well. People have reported having seen a lady dressed in a white saree
appearing and disappearing suddenly around the cremation ground near that area. No wonder this area is
regarded as the most haunted place in Delhi. Make sure that you are not alone here, especially after the dark.
The Dow Hill Boarding School for Girls is very well known for spooky activities bordering on the
paranormal. There have been reports talking of ghost sightings. Also, the forest that surrounds the school is
considered to be haunted. In fact, many woodsmen who visit the forest have reported seeing a headless boy
who suddenly appears and then disappears into the forests. Legend has it that there were innumerable murders
which took place in this forest area. That says more than required on the matter. This old palace converted into
a heritage hotel is apparently haunted by a British ghost who was killed during the Revolt of There are some
who also add that Major Burton the ghost along with his sons was shot right inside the palace and therefore, he
haunts the place. The perfect place to visit if you want to explore the unknown and stay out in the clean.
Ironically, it is actually quite impossible to miss having a unique blend of architecture with a signature design
known to have existed only centuries ago. Although there are no known historical records to prove who built
the beautifully designed step well, it is under the protection of ASI for being a rare historical specimen, one of
its kinds. It is not known for any kind of supernatural activities but for its mystic feel and the hearsay stories
about how some felt like they were being followed by an invisible somebody and the intensity of the same
increased if they started walking faster. This is definitely something you need to experience first hand to really
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believe it. Bengal Swamps, West Bengal Aleya Ghost Lights Bengal Swamps, West Bengal Aleya lights also
known as marsh ghost lights are the unexplainable ghost lights reported in the marshes generally by the local
fishermen. These lights are said to confuse fishermen causing them to lose their bearing. It may lead to
drowning if one starts following these lights moving over the marshes. Many bodies have washed ashore on
these swamps that locals attribute to Aleya lights. Residents believe that these strange hovering marsh-lights
are in fact ghost-lights representing the ghosts of a fisherman who died fishing. Sometimes they confuse the
fishermen while sometimes they help them avoid future dangers. Fernhill Hotel, Ooty Fernhills Palace, source
Fernhill Hotel, which is now shut down after re-occurrence of haunting events, gained much name after
spooky incidents during the shooting of movie Raaz. The dancers who had an early morning shoot tried
calling reception but the phone was dead. At the time of its renovation, twelve labours lost their lives in an
accident. The stories of an unnatural death of a student while searching books and lot more. The guards often
fear to take up the nights shifts. Many people have reported that they have seen a shadow in a white dress and
some even fell ill after visiting this haunted place. It is believed that the spirit of Captain Simpson of British
East India Company, who was killed by the revolutionaries Binay, Badal and Dinesh, still resides in the
building. People residing in the nearby premises often hear the footsteps and voices after its dark.
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hindi horror stories, horror stories in hindi, ghost stories in hindi, ghost stories in india in hindi, daravani kahaniya, hindi
daravni kahaniya, indian ghost stories balki wo bina kuch bole uth kar aage jane lagi.

I am new to this site. My birthplace is Mumbai, And my family is also in Mumbai. In December I was in
Kerala working as a teacher. One day as I was heading to hostel after finishing my sch It is about my cousin
aunt who was pregnant at the time back in She was and still is a very religious person and used to visit
numerous temples before marriage. Upon getting married and being 6 months pregnant she could not manage
on her own My parents and my younger brothers were out for shopping, so I was alone in the house. I want to
tell something about my house; we live in a small house quarters built by that company where my father
works. It is too small. There are a total This incident recently took place with me and my brother. There are 2
parts of this story. Apologies for the length of the story. I always had interest in the paranormal stuff and had
an affinity towards why such things happened. I was with my family and we were having our dinner at 8: We
had shared some pleasantries and completed our dinner by 8: This incident, as narrated to me by my mother,
occurred to my late maternal grandma, whom I would refer to as "nani" for the rest of the story. This dates
back to the 80s, when my mom was still a kid. The Secret Of The Basement by Kiyana I was 14 years old,
when my father got posted in a small town near Pune and overnight we left out home and city to join him. We
shifted on the first floor of a lovely cottage named "Gulab" meaning Rose. The cottage was owned by equally
loving family, who welcomed us wholeheartedly in the cottage. I am a regular reader of this site. I always got
fascinated by horror stories. So, I decided to post my own one. This happened few months ago. I live with my
cousins as here in Haryana, good educational opportunities are ava The incident that I am going to narrate
happened with my Dad, around years back. It happened during his childhood. Being the only son of my
grandparents, h For me, this was nothing short of a miracle. This happened once I came out of my coma, but
was still bedridden with complications. A number of doctors An Unusual Ghost Sighting! I went to my native
village during the Diwali festival which was in the month of November then. Just to give a brief description of
my house in the village it is a two-storeyed house not much big. We had to climb the stairs t Like everyday I
reached office at around The guard asked me to go to the other to Adventure Gone Wrong by kimayakk This
is my child hood incident and occurred about 30 years ago;when I was about 12 years old. We rented a small
first floor apartment in a very beautiful bungalow locate The Operation - Coma by Realistic I am going to
share with you all is a very personal experience and I had only told this to very close family members. The
first person I shared this with was my Mom nearly 8 years after it happened. This was something that occurred
in mid when I was hospitalized for a fairly small operation This particular event happened with me on early s.
All the houses there are close to together. It was hard to keep the outsides of the houses tidy because of the
monsoons. The rain water would run through the streets and along with it would be mud and rub I had two
roommates one of which was my cousin sister and the other was a senior in her 4th year of college. Before I
start my story I would like to tell you that often a house lizard would come into our room I enjoy reading and
listening to Ghost stories and experiences. Dark Silences by sushantkar It was pouring heavily for the last 2 to
3 hours. Me and my best friend who had recently been selected in state police had been foiled together in a
heavy rainfall in midway near Rajdari and Devdari, a famous waterfall situated 85 kms from our city. Both
Rajdari and Devdari waterfalls are located in I stayed in a very beautiful hotel, which used to be a palace
before, with one of my other colleagues. We stayed in one of their Royal Suite purely by luck. The layout of
the suite was, you enter in the living room and then a curtai Haunted Mobile Phone by Arup It was the year I
purchased a brand new mobile phone from Showroom. I was very happy to buy it and I brought it home. My
mother was also very happy to see it. But, from that very night, I started having horrible nightmares. From the
very next day, I feared even to look at that mobile or even t Co-passenger by Aakanksha10 Sorry for not
posting for quite some while, was caught up in some work. I never knew that I would be writing a story today
related to what happened with me. Without blabbering much, I would like to come straight to the incident. It
happened today, i. It rained heavily at my place It was pleasantly breezy that day, and I decided to sleep with
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the bedroom window open. My house was on the 1st floor of the building, overlooking the main road. A guard
sat right under my window. I remember being really scared by this story and maybe that is the reason I
remember it so well. Anyway here is what my grandfather told me. My village is a very small one, situated on
the banks of a big river. Our Old Apartment by lookingforamiracle So these are few of the experiences of me
and my family that happened in our last apartment in Calcutta, India. We bought a flat in a newly constructed
building at a very old locality of the city. To give a small description of the flat, every floor had 6 flats and the
building faced a main road an The school was far away from the town. The school campus was acres in area
and it still is. The main gate was around 2 kilometers away from the main building and hostels. From the
school main gate, there were a paper and The Black Goglet by Chiku Folks, this is my first story here. I have
been reading stories in this site from last few months and this gave me strength to submit my own experience
for the general readers. He along with his twin babies had passed away It Haunted My Child! He had been
experiencing paranormal activities since he was a baby. Few of the encounters are already shared by me. I
almost forgot about his sensitivity towards paranormal as for many years everything was normal. This
incident, although does not involve any hauntings or sightings, but still, gives me goosebumps when
remembered. This happened just the day after my maternal grandfather nanaji passed away. He, in his final
days, used to live with us. He was very loving, although used to s I live in Rewa which is in the state of
Madhya Pradesh. The experience which I am sharing is not a very scary one but is definitely very strange. I
am still not able to explain the reasons behind my experience. Any explanation would be welcome. As my city
is not a big one so af Evil Spirit by Tejprem This happened when I was 9 years old. It happened in
Chottanikkara Kerala.
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Psst, will you play with me? I am a working girl in Mumbai city. I am born and raised in small city near
Chandigarh. I wanted to make my career in Mumbai so I decided to move there, I rented a flat for me. The flat
was 2 BHK very well furnished, that too in the Haunted Hostel in India Horror story in College Incident I am
going to share with you is the real incident happened in one engineering college at Ratnagiri, konkan,
Maharashtra. It is a haunted hostel in India. I am not allowed to disclose the name of the college due to some
privacy issues. I was completely freaked out when Khavish â€” The evil spirit This story is about Konkan
spirit called "Khavish". My friend Shubham and his family went to village in Konkan. One night they all had
dinner and they were sitting and talking to each other. They were having a very good family time. One day it
was her maths exam. Like normal day she got up early and got ready on her own. She was a brilliant student.
And also she was an independent It is a story of Arjun and Rajiv. They both are best friends. Arjun had a plan
to go to his village in Konkan. Possessed Bike â€” ghost rider bike This is the real incident happened with my
friend Aayush. This scene got him chills in his spine. I would like to share his experience with you. Aayush is
a stress taker and never goes to sleep on time. Drive safety rules are your best tools This story is about a guy
came across a car ghost incident. Read his complete experience narrated by him. I am software engineer from
Mumbai in India. My life is full of delivering projects and meeting deadlines then too I try to manage few
days off my usual routine, so Ghost in Aarey Colony â€” A haunting night This is the real story of ghost in
Aarey colony which is one of the most haunted places in Mumbai. About a decade ago, there was an auto
rickshaw driver, who was driving his auto rickshaw at night in the Aarey colony. Usually no one uses that
road for travelling One day Aditya and his friends went to his village. They were riding their motor cycles in
the afternoon. As they all had gone for trip after so many days, they decided to sit and drink to enjoy the
moment The unknown man in dark shadow This is the true story of an unknown man in dark shadow narrated
by my friend Keyur. He stays in Mumbai. It was a month of April so, his exams got over and he was confused
about the place to visit in vacation. Every year they all used to go
Chapter 7 : 47 Most Haunted Places in India - Real Stories and Places
This story was told to me by a friend. Her grandfather was a soldier in the army. As he lived in Himachal Pradesh, which
is a hilly state situated primarily in the Himalayas, connectivity was an issue in the 70s. In Himachal Pradesh (being my
own home state) many villages have their particular.

Chapter 8 : Horror Story () - IMDb
Here is one horror story told by my father few years back. My father is a retired government doctor at present. He was
posted in a village near Manikpur (a small town in Uttar Pradesh, India).

Chapter 9 : Native American Indian Horror Stories and Myths
Horror Stories in Hindi-à¤à¥‚à¤¤à¥‹à¤‚ à¤•à¥€ à¤•à¤¹à¤¾à¤¨à¤¿à¤¯à¤¾à¤‚- Indian Horror Stories ===== If you like my
work and to support my Channel, You may Contribute to me on Paytm - ===== Only Royalty Free Music, Images and
Sound effects have been used in this video.
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